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GEA BAGNO 

DESCALER MAINTENANCE FOR BATHROOMS  

REMOVES SOAP RESIDUES AND WATER HALOS 

MAKES TAPS BRIGHTER 

PRODUCT COMPLIANT WITH THE GPP CRITERIA 
 

APPLICATIONS Daily maintenance descaler specific for the cleaning of sinks, glass and plastic shower 
cubicles, bathtubs and sanitary ware, ceramics, bathroom accessories, shower 
dispenser and faucets, chrome surfaces and tiled surfaces. 
 

FEATURES Formulated with organic acids, bright the faucets, removing limescale residues due to 
water deposits and soap residues. It generates a dry foam that allows to localize the 
product on the surfaces to be treated, facilitate the removal and does not irritate the 
mucous membranes. Easily rinsed, self-drying detergent with marked deodorising 
properties. 
Ecolabel is the eco-label of the European Union (EU Ecolabel). It distinguishes the 
products that, while ensuring high performance standards, have a reduced 
environmental impact during the entire life cycle. EU Ecolabel is a voluntary ecological 
label based on a system of selective criteria, defined on a scientific basis, which takes 
into account the environmental impacts of products throughout the entire life cycle 
and is subject to certification by an independent body (competent body). 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE Spray the pure product on the surface to be treated (50 g per m2), remove with a 
sponge. 
 
Attention: do not use on marble or surfaces sensitive to acid. 
 

 

 

PACKAGING: 

Packaging Pcs x box Boxes x pallet Pcs x pallet 

Bottle ml 750 9 72 648 

 

 

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL 
INFORMATIONS: 

 

Parameters U.M. Values Method of analysis 

Aspect: - Liquid Visual 

Colour: - Green Visual 

Perfume: - Herbaceous/Floral Olfactory 

pH : - 1,6 + 0,5 Instrumental 

Density: Kg/dm3 1,00 + 0,05 By weighing 

 

HAZARD: 
Reg. (CE) 1272/2008 

 

 
 

H319: Causes serious eye irritation. 

WARNING 

 
 
 
  


